Morning Time
adding beauty and goodness to your homeschool + teaching multiple ages

By: Larissa Krutewicz
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What is Morning Time?
Morning time is the answer to the question, "how do I teach multiple ages?"
It's the answer to the question, "how do I incorporate beauty into our days?"
Morning time allows you to expose your children to the wholeness that education at home (or time at home) offers.
It provides daily connection for you and your family through stories, songs, poetry, and more!

You may be asking yourself. Okay, that sounds great, but where do I start?
Here are few things we include in our morning time.
(Remember it will look different for each family!)

01. Singing + Music I love starting our morning with singing together. It usually helps us snap out of whatever frustrations or
stressors we have going on that morning and sets the tone for our time together! We sing a folk song and a hymn. If you
aren't sure where to pick those from for your morning time, I use the Ambleside Online schedule as a loose guide (it's free!). I
actually typed up the hymns and scriptures I'll be using this year for our morning time, so you can download those to use with
your family, if you're interested!

02. Hymn study + Bible Usually one of the songs we sing in the morning is a hymn. I typically choose two hymns per twelveweek term. Once we've memorized one, we move onto another. My girls love singing them and also listening to them at other
times of the day too. Additionally, I read either a children's bible* or from the actual bible. For preschool, I read one bible
story per week, and split it up over 2 days, so for example, Monday I would read half of one story, and Tuesday, I would read
the other half. Then I would re-read the same story on Wednesday (just half), and finish the other half on Thursday. We're only
reading one story, but we read it a couple of times, and only spend 5 or so minutes on it per day.

03. Recitation Recitation is simply reading through a poem or passage with your kids every day. When I first read about
recitation, I thought we had to sit and help our kids memorize the poetry and it sounding exhausting. But honestly, recitation
is quite remarkable with young kids. Last year, when my eldest was just four, and my youngest one, we all read a poem by
Robert Louis Stevenson* together each day. Now, we would only read it. That's it. We wouldn't analyze it, talk about it, or
pick it apart. We simply read it together. After a few weeks of reading the same poem every day, both my young children could
recite the full poems on their own. Children have an incredible memory at this age.

04. Poetry I already explained how we read poetry for recitation. We study and read poetry from one poet per year. We look
at their biography every few weeks so that we can put context to the poems as we read them. Additionally, I love to include
nature poems in our morning time. Usually these are seasonal or from our "Sing a Song of Seasons" book of poetry*.
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05. Artist Study/Composer Study Artist/Picture study is such an
enriching addition to morning time. I never imagined myself teaching
classical music or art appreciation to my children, but in just the past
year, my daughters and I have studied three composers (and six of
their works) and three artists (and six of their paintings). I'll share more
information soon on how to implement these morning time elements.

06. Shakespeare + Plutarch Though I don't utilize Shakespeare or
Plutarch study in my morning time at this point, I know that per
Charlotte Mason, students will study and read the works of these
magnificent creators.

07. Nature Study We are naturalists in this house, so we take nature
study very seriously. For our family, nature study in morning time looks
like this: Once a week, we read a book about the "theme" in our
Exploring Nature With Children curriculum*, and then we journal
about it. We also take a nature walk on the day we do nature study.
(However, we take nature walks almost daily, so this is kind of
ongoing!) Anyway, it is possible to do nature study in the winter if you
can't get outside! Just grab some field guides, some water colors, and
a nature journal, and read about a new flower, bird, or insect. When in
doubt, keep it simple.

08. Handicrafts For me, there are two types of handicrafts. On one
hand, handicrafts are a great way to help children keep their hands
busy while they listen to a story (coloring, painting, working with playdough), but there is another type of handicraft that I use in our
morning time beauty loop. Things like sewing, brush-drawing, baking,
these are all handicrafts that require lots of attention, so those
wouldn't be completed during morning time, but perhaps after.

09. Anything that brings you and your children fulfillment + joy.
The beauty of morning time and homeschool, in general? Make it your
own! If you enjoy it, use it in your morning time.
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Family Style Learning in morning time is wonderful for all families, but especially for those with multiple children in several
different grades. Basically, instead of separating each child for all subjects, you separate them for only level-based subjects.
For example, reading is level-based. Your fifth grader and first grader won't read at the same level, so you will separate that
instruction by age. Same idea for math, which is also skill-based.

For a subject like, history, for example, can be studied by the whole family. You can pick one core read-aloud (a book that
covers that time period that works well for several levels) for history and have everyone listen to it. Then afterward, you can
ask your children follow-up questions that are appropriate for their level. For older children, you can even assign additional
reading on their own, and if you have younger kids who just listen to the story, you can simply ask them to narrate back (i.e.
tell back) what they heard, or draw what they heard. So everyone studies the same time period, but the material might be a
little different depending on age. The same idea works well for science topics. Everyone can study the same general thing,
but the questions or activities can be scaffolded by age.

In my "Rhythms & Routines PDF, I mention creating a looping schedule for school subjects. This systems works really well
for family-style learning, so be sure to check that out.

Subjects that are great for family-style learning:

History + Geography
Science
Foreign Language
Art/Music Study
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Starting morning time with young toddlers is a gentle introduction to the idea of school at home. It allows them
to develop a habit of coming together around the table (or couch) to read, sing, and learn! I started morning
time with my five-year-old when she was around three, and it is still our favorite thing. Now my two-year-old
joins in, happily. Morning time provides a structure for those early mornings with young children. But truly, it
also helps me feel like I accomplished something that day in relation to connection with my kids, reading, and
learning!

Toddler Morning Time
Song(s)
Nursery Rhyme
Poem
Calendar
Read-aloud
+ handicraft (optional)

A SLOW AND GENTLE START
The key to toddler morning time is SIMPLICITY. Keep it so simple, especially in the beginning. I started morning time with my
eldest (now 5) by using the "tethering" technique I describe in the Rhythms & Routines PDF to start small.

We began with a breakfast poem each morning. THAT'S IT! While we ate breakfast, I would read a poem to her. Then after a
few weeks, I would introduce one new thing. We'd read a poem and look at some alphabet flashcards I had lying around (I
would recommend something less intense, however, maybe an alphabet puzzle* you can do together? Usually toddlers
aren't fans of flash cards, but my daughter really enjoyed them. Don't be concerned if your toddler doesn't!) So after a
month or two, we were doing a breakfast poem and the flashcards. Then I bought a little calendar* for us to do together
to learn the months of the year and the days of the week

So, as you can see, I didn't start, day one, with everything in the schedule I provided above. That's the end-goal. The process,
however, is to start small, then slowly add in more things once you've developed a routine. I can't wait to see how it goes for
you and your toddler.
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I talked a lot about planning in the "Rhythms & Routines"
PDF, so please reference those for more info, but here's a
brief explanation of how I plan out our Charlotte Masoninspired morning time for the year.
01. The School Year: I plan each year by terms. We do three twelveweek terms, for a total of 36 weeks.

02. Hymns: (optional) I select the hymns and folksongs we'll study (two
hymns per term, and two folksongs per term for a total of 12 songs).

03. Bible: (optional) I select the Bible we'll use for Bible time (if
applicable) and we just read one story from that a week.

04. Recitation/Memory Work: I select two scriptures and/or passages
from the Bible per term for recitation (6 total!)

05. Poetry: I select the poet we will study all year. This year is Robert
Louis Stevenson and we will read the same poem for a few weeks until we
can recite it from memory, then we'll move onto another one.

06. Fables: I select the fables we'll read (1 per week).

07. Art/Music: I select 1 composer and 1 artist per term, for a total of
three composers and three artists for the year.

08. Handicrafts: I select one main handicraft per term (it makes it
easier to focus on just the one for twelve weeks, rather than dabbling in
many!) for a total of three for the year.

09. Read-alouds: Read-alouds are just picture books or novels we read
at morning time. I select one to two read-alouds per term and keep it
flexible by not forcing myself to finish or schedule the reading, but rather
read a little each day from the read-aloud, and move at a pace that
works for our family!
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Morning Time Resources
I really love the "Your Morning Basket" podcast by
Pam Barnhill.

"The Mason Jar" podcast is great, as Cindy Rollins
(the pioneer of the morning time routine) is one of
the hosts.

Ambleside Online (FREE online homeschool
curriculum. I love this for the hymn +
artist/composer study schedule, but they have a full
K-12 curriculum you can follow for most subjects.)

Gentle + Classical Preschool (Art + Music Pack)*

The Cultured Kid* (foreign language program)

Simply Charlotte Mason (artist study portfolios +
morning time lesson plans, ready-made)

Exploring Nature With Children* (nature study)

A Gentle Feast* (morning time lesson plans readymade)

It may be that the souls of all children
are waiting for the call of knowledge to awaken them
to delightful living.
-Charlotte Mason
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